We consider the stochastic multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem in a setting where a player can, at a cost, pre-observe one or multiple arms before playing one of them in each round. Apart from the classic trade-o between exploration (trying out more arms to nd the best one) and exploitation (sticking with the arm believed to oer the highest reward), we encounter an additional dilemma in each single round, i.e., pre-observing more arms gives a higher chance to play the best one, but incurs a larger cost which decreases the overall reward. We design an Observe-Before-Play (OBP) policy for arms with Bernoulli rewards, which could be generalized to any i.i.d. reward distributions bounded in [0, 1]. Our strategy could enable a better policy for secondary spectrum access in Cognitive Ratio Networks, where users can sense multiple channels' occupancies before choosing one on which to transmit. To evaluate our policy, we dene the regret as the gap between the expected overall reward gained by our OBP policy and that obtained by the expected optimum, which always chooses an optimal sequence of arms to pre-observe based on the perfect knowledge of the arm distributions. Experiments show that our OBP policy has sub-linear regret and can outperform the classical MAB algorithm when the cost of pre-observations is relatively low.
INTRODUCTION
The multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem has attracted much attention as a typical setting of sequential decision making, which captures the trade-o between exploration and exploitation [1] . In the classical MAB problem, a player sequentially chooses a single arm from a xed set of arms and receives a corresponding reward based on his choice in each round. The player aims to maximize the cumulative reward and faces the dilemma of exploration and exploitation: more exploration on unknown arms gives a better estimate of their expected rewards, while sticking to the best arm could lead to a higher reward in expectation. Yun et al. [2] consider new MAB problems with additional observations: in each round, in addition to playing an arm, the player can pay certain costs to observe rewards of additional arms under a given budget. However, these additional reward observations occur at the end of each round, so they do not aect the choice of arm to play in the current round. As a result, their optimal expected reward is still gained by always playing the best arm. In this paper, we study the MAB problem with pre-observations, where in each round, the player can preobserve rewards of selected arms by paying certain costs, before deciding which arm to play. Compared to additional observations as in [2] , pre-observation is revealed immediately, and thus can guide the choice of the next arm to observe and the arm to play in the current round. We consider stochastic rewards and develop an Observe-Before-Play (OBP) policy to maximize the total reward via minimizing the cost spent on pre-observations. We also dene a regret for our OBP policy against a non-standard optimum. Under certain conditions, the optimal expected total reward of an OBP policy is higher than that of a classical MAB algorithm without pre-observations. Experiments show that our OBP strategy has sub-linear regret and can collect more reward than the classical MAB algorithm when the cost of pre-observations is relatively low.
The MAB problem with pre-observations is inspired by the eld of Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs), where secondary users can dynamically use idle channels unoccupied by primary users. In each round, a secondary user can rstly sense (pre-observe) some channels (arms) to check their availability (reward), then choose one channel to transmit packets (play). The more time spent on sensing, the less time left for transmission, which captures the cost of pre-observations. To our knowledge, MAB problems with pre-observations have not been fully studied in the literature.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider the stochastic MAB problem, where a player can pay certain costs to pre-observe one or multiple arms out of K arms and play one of them with a goal of maximizing the total payo in T rounds. With a particular interest in the spectrum access scenario, we assume an i.i.d. Bernoulli reward of each arm to capture the occupancy/vacancy of each channel (arm). Let Y k,t iid ⇠ Bern(µ k ) 2 {0, 1} denote the reward of arm k at round t, with an expected value µ k 2 [0, 1]. At each round, the player can sequentially choose an arm, observe its reward immediately, and decide whether and which arm to observe next until he stops pre-observing or the round ends. After pre-observation, the player selects one arm A(t) to play. The sequence of arms for pre-observation is denoted as:
t represents the n th observed arm at t and satises 0  |o t |  K. We assume a constant cost incurred by observing each arm to capture the scenario where in each round it takes the secondary user a constant time to sense the occupancy of each channel, and we assume that 0  |o t |  1. Note that the classical MAB problem is a special case of our problem with |o t | = 0. Given the above, the payo received by the player at t equals: (1 |o t | )Y A(t ),t . Therefore, the total payo received by the player in T rounds equals:
Our goal is to nd a policy for choosing {o t , A(t)} at each round t so as to maximize this payo. 
OBSERVE-BEFORE-PLAY (OBP) POLICY
Given that the maximum rewards of all the arms are the same (= 1), a natural strategy is to nd a good arm (reward = 1) as early as possible in each round so as to minimize the time spent on preobservation and thus to maximize the reward. We rst consider the case where the player knows the order of arms with respect to their expected rewards µ k . Then, the best pre-observation policy maximizing the expected reward in a single round is to observe arms in the descending order of their expected rewards. Once the player nds the rst good arm o
1, he should play this arm (A(t) = o (n)
t ) without further observations. Note that if all the arms are bad (reward = 0) in one round, any policy will get zero reward for that round. However, the player does not know the real order of arms in advance, so he needs to learn that order based on historical observed rewards. The estimate of the order at time t is denoted as t := (
, where e µ k denotes the estimate of the expected reward for arm k. Note that the number of arms that we choose to observe, |o t |, can be time-variant, depending on the observation order t and the realized rewards {Y k,t } K k =1 .
ANALYSIS OF REWARD AND REGRET
Recall that the optimal solution for the classical MAB problem without pre-observation is to always play the arm with the highest expected reward µ ⇤ . This policy's expected total reward can be written as:
where we assume µ ⇤ = µ 1 µ 2 · · · µ K without loss of generality. However, for the policy proposed in Section 3, the optimal strategy is to observe according to the correct order then play the rst good arm. The actual received reward in one round for this optimal policy is denoted as r ⇤ s . Its distribution can be written as:
The optimal expected total reward (i.e., the expected payo as in (1)) is:
where we assume 1 K 0. Thus, the gap between E[r ⇤ s (T )] and E[r ⇤ (T )] is:
Given and µ, we can calculate (T ): if (T ) > 0, the optimal policy with pre-observations has higher expected total reward than that without pre-observations. Let W k,t = (
We can dene a new form of regret for our problem:
in contrast with the regret of classical MAB algorithms without pre-observations:
More theoretical analysis on the relationship between E[r ⇤ s (T )], E[r ⇤ (T )], R s (T ) and R(T ) is an important part of our future work. Note that when (T ) > 0, if we can show (T ) R s (T ) > 0, the real OBP policy even has higher expected total reward than the optimal expected reward for the classical MAB problem.
EXPERIMENTS
We simulate 9 arms with Bernoulli distributed rewards and expectations drawn from the uniform distribution in (0, 0.5). We compare our OBP policy with UCB, a classic MAB algorithm without preobservations, in 500 trials. To ensure a fair comparison, in each round, OBP uses reward estimates from the UCB algorithm to determine the arm order for pre-observation. Figures 1a and 1b show the accumulated rewards of both algorithms. When (T ) > 0, OBP outperforms UCB due to the low costs of pre-observations, and vice versa when (T ) < 0. Figure 1c indicates sub-linear total regret of our OBP policy.
